When one hears about Wikipedia, some people imagine an online encyclopedia for which we donate knowledge and information for everyone to freely read, share and revise in print or online, but others imagine an internet source of knowledge which we browse as readers. Articles are continually expanded and new photos are uploaded thanks to the enthusiastic and hard work of a group of editors called "Wikipedians." Much has changed since the Czech Wikipedia was in its infancy, containing only a few hundred articles in poor condition. Now one can find articles about all areas of human knowledge with different levels of quality; many of them are supplemented with images. The Czech Wikipedia has grown a network of editors who help with the creation and editing of articles and the uploading of images. Completed articles can be found in the protected areas, habitats, traveling and photography. The goal of the WikiProject is to help describe and photograph all protected areas for the public. This task involves the creation of a protected areas guide for the Czech Republic, including the natural habitat and landscape areas and protected areas for the public. The project is supported by volunteers and is open to all interested individuals. The project is run by volunteers who work together to improve the quality of the articles and images. Many volunteers make the trip here to feel the touch of nature and to see the wonders of nature. It is often useful to prepare for a trip while you are still at home by learning about the places you will see. Wikipedia is the place where we go first when looking for this kind of information. Financially supported by Wikimedia ČR. Made by Chmee2, Tlusta, FHonza, Utar and Jusuf. Text made by Chmee2, Utar, Juandev, Pavel Jelínek, Cloveapple and Killiondude.
And so we ask you, experienced tourists, for help and cooperation. There is nothing easier than to join the host of volunteers who walk the Czech Republic with cameras and photograph the beauty of our homeland for future readers of Wikipedia. Every seasonal excursion is an opportunity to exist, work and play in a good way; to become one of the few whose goals are not only to visit and see untouched nature, but also to aid a protection project.

With just a little effort you will make it possible to find a more comprehensive list of images for the Czech Wikipedia before they actually travel there. You never know when you will be the one who benefits from such service. And we hope that Wikipedia will be the first source to offer you all the information including photos.

If you take just a single snapshot and then make a bit of effort to upload it to Wikipedia, you will help to fill this ark of our project that we have created for the nature. The high number of protected areas requires that the general public participates: including you. Also, your help will move us towards our goal to document the protected areas of the Czech Republic with photos. Then, through your efforts, we will be able to upload a photo to Wikipedia.

If you are interested, you can find us by typing “WP:WikiProject Protected Areas” into the search field on Czech Wikipedia. You can also track our activities in the group “Chranena uzemi” on Google+ or Facebook.
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